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HELD HOSTAGE

Createspace. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 444 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.1in.Al-Qaeda has taken over the
Middle East and control of the OPEC oil that is shipped to the United States. With the goal of a nuclear-armed United Middle East, Al-Qaeda plans to
hold the United States hostage for nuclear weapons technology in exchange for oil. Osama Bin Laden, as supreme leader, sets some other ominous
conditions as well. America must abandon its bases in the region, and Israel must leave the Middle East forever. The clock is ticking. When the
United States is slow to act and the oil supply is cut o entirely, the former L-REDD (long-range explosives detection and detonation) team of
renowned scientist Bradford Tully and his brilliant and beautiful partner Zeneca Lang-Tully, along with resourceful and skilled Sam Elson and
Aldora Klein, steps in to take on this new challenge. Tasked with not only making the US OPEC oil independent, the team must also get bin Laden
and free the Middle East from the grip of terrorists. With extremists in charge of a dangerous new government, law no longer exists, and the team
will stop at nothing to defeat the terrorists and their continuing campaign of fear. Held Hostage is the thrilling new sequel to Wayne Pletchers, The
Campaign of Fear. A rousing and suspenseful thriller, Held Hostage brings a dangerous fictional scenario to life with a factual and even scarier basis
in the real world. With a sense of determination, bravery, and skill, the US team must lead the charge to become independent of Middle East oil and
thwart Al-Qaeda once and for all. Using fact-based fiction to suggest ways to solve our countrys energy issues, Held Hostage o ers an adept social
commentary on one of the biggest...
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Too Old for Motor Racing: A Short Story in Case I Didnt Live Long Enough to Finish Writing a Longer One
Balboa Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.We all have dreams of what
we want to do and who we want to become. Many of us eventually decide...
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Kindle Fire Tips And Tricks How To Unlock The True Power Inside Your Kindle Fire
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 52
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.Still finding it getting your way around your Kindle Fire Wish you had...
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Dont Line Their Pockets With Gold Line Your Own A Small How To Book on Living Large
Madelyn D R Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.This book is about my
cousin, Billy a guy who taught me a lot over the years and who...
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Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 26 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 6.9in. x 0.3in.Percy Grainger, like
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